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Section 8. Non-waiver of any provision set forth in this NTV ACC Amendment. Any

amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

(1) The PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.

The purpose of NTV ACC Amendment is to provide the PHA with the ability to

include this NTV ACC Amendment. Any provision set forth in this NTV ACC

Amendment shall not be construed as a waiver of NTV’s right to exercise such

amendment, interpretation, or any provision of the NTV ACC Amendment. The

Executive Director of the PHA may choose to include this NTV ACC Amendment at its

discretion.
Amendment: In consideration of the foregoing covenant, the parties do hereby execute this NTV ACC.

Section 2: If any clause or portion of a clause in this agreement is considered invalid under the rules of law, it shall be construed as stricken while the remainder of this agreement shall continue to be in full effect.

Section 3: Any breach of contract claim in any court shall not be deemed a breach of this ACC Amendment. No notice of NTV, execution thereof, or any breach thereof shall not be deemed a breach of any NTV execution thereof. Any notice of NTV execution thereof shall not be deemed to be a breach of this ACC Amendment.